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Stan Wh ite: Advocate on the Line
b) Jeff Blake

There's been thi::. ·umor floating
around for about a me .th :--ow about
how Stan White, attorne) at law and
linebacker for the Detro
·1ns, is
going to replace Ed Garvey a s h 'ld of
the National Football League 1yers
Association. It's been fueled by public
remarks made by Billy Sims, one of
White's teammates, and by a report in
the 1\ew York Daily News. \\bite says
it's aU untrue, but it's enough to send a
shiver up Patty White's spine.
" Ob no," groaned White's wife on
~Ionday,merely at the prospect. ''He's
got too much going right now You
should see him. He took a real beatmg
Sunday. He played a good game. but
he's just a complete wreck. Ed cGarvey) called earlier and said he might
need Stan in Washington today
Monday), a nd I said, 'Ed, please, he's
got a game Thursday. Please Ed. He's
working too hard .. .' "
White, 33, has been working hard,
which is the way it goes when you're a
pro football player, corporate attorney
and union negotiator without enough
time for any of the three His football

time has left little room for his <law)
practice, and his negotiating- White
has been a central figure in the monthslong NFL strike talks-has left him little time for (football) practice. One day
he's in New York settling a strike, the
next day in Chicago playing the Bears
and the day after that off to Washington
for more work for the union.
AND THE REASON Patty White
dreads the thought of Stan getting Ed
Garvey's job is that given White's
proven capacity for work-White started for the Baltimore Colts during his
entire four years at the University of
Baltimore Law School-she thinks Stan
might be crazy enough to take on a little
more. But White says it's not so.
"No, I don't have any thoughts along
those lines, that's for sure," White said
over the phone from his suburban
Detro1t home Monday. "Right now I'm
just playing football, and I think Ed has
done a good job for us. There may be
some difference of opinion among the
players on what kind of job he's done,
but I think he's done a good job."
So hoy, 'd the rumor get started'!
"Maybe you're referring to Billy
Sims saying something about it. And

there was a b1g story like that in the
<New York) Daily News, saying that I
would be Ed's replacement. But that
was one of the first nights we got to New
York, and they hadn't even talked to
me about it."
A LINEBACKER and a lawyer.
Imagine it. Or imagine being a
linebacker and a Jaw student, which,
eleven years later, Patty White
remembers.
" He took the bar," Patty White
recalls, " and then, while a bunch of us
were taking a week off to vacation on
the beach, Stan went straight to
training camp, since he'd missed a
couple of weeks. And he didn't take a
break until later that year when he injured his knee, and finally he pract!cally collapsed."
After finishing law school in 1978,

White joined a corporate law firm in
Baltimore. He has practiced mostly in
the off-season, but lately, especially
since he's been involved as the Lions'
player representative in the strike talks
with the NFL owners, he has spent
almost no time in the office. His move
to Detroit three years ago after eight
years in Baltimore hasn't helped either.
White isn't pleasea with the ''setSee STAN WHITE. page seven

The Final(s) Solution
by Dan Bronson

The meeting was not a make-up
class; it was not even required, yet
over a hundred first year students
gathered in the Lawyers ' Club last
Friday for a PAD sponsored luncheon
featuring law professor J 1m ~1arlln
\\by this large turnout of first years
w1th the semester's end less than a
month away? And why were th<'y
taking notes?
Martin attributed the large turnout to
h1s dynamic personality and eloquent
speaking ability. However, he admitted
that the topic of his talk may have con
tributed to the large number of
listeners. THe subject of h1s lee-

Last Issue
This week's Res Gestae is the final
ed1tion this semester. Publication
will resume early next semester under a new editorial staff
Our offices at 408 Hutchins will
stay open until the end of the term.
Positions on next semester's paper
are still open. and students should
feel free to drop by and let us know
of any interest in contributing. Items
for next term 's paper may be dropped off in the drop-box on our office
door .
Finally, any complaints or letters
about this or past issues of the R.G.
shou ld be directed to next
sem ester 's editors. The out-going
editors promise to read them in the
paper.
Have a nice-holiday.

ture How to Succeed at Final Exams.
The lecture begar: with Martin addressing the question of whether 1t is
really possible to rate people accurately by law school exams. Martin
said the argument goes like this:
"Because it IS so tough to get in here in
the f1rst place, there must not be much
real variation from the best to the worst
and therefore grades are in a sense artificial, implying a much greater difference m people than actually exists."
MARTIN
REJ ECTED
this
argument, claiming that, "Based on
personal experience, it simply is not
true. . . When I am faced with the
awful prospect of a large pile of exams,
the difference between the worst and
the best is very large a nd even after
getting rid of the extremes the differences are still quite noticeable.
"The reason for this," Martin added,
"is that being skilled in other areas
doesn't necessar ily imply that you will
be skilled at law school exams.'' <At
this point three students were led from
the room weeping.)
Martin went on to say, however, that
there is no strict correlation between
high grades and good lawyers. "You
know the old saying." joked Martin.
"The A students become the teachers.
the B students the lawyers, and the C
students the judges. Like lots of folk
wisdom , although it is probably not
true. it has its uncomfor table element
of truth and there is some sort of
corresponding feeling that what we
really test in law school are your
prospects for becoming a law school
professor."
MARTIN SPENT the rest of his talk
See EXAM TIPS. page two

~

White, No. 52, advocates the Lions' point or view in a game against Tampa
Bay.

_ _ _ __

_ __

Twelve Students Bumped
From Clinic Program
by Greg Hopp

An apparent administrative
misunderstanding about the division of
funding between two of the law school's
clinical programs left a dozen students
puzzled and frustrated last week as
their names were removed from
registered status and placed on the
waiting list for the Legal Advocacy
Clinic.
Enrollment in the General Clinic was
reduced from its present level of 30
students to a prospective 18 for next
semester . At the same time, however,
the Child Advocacy Clinic has been expanded to accommodate 12 students, up
from its present level of 8. Winter term
also marks the debut of the Environmental Law Clinic, which has six
students enrolled. In all, total student
spaces in the law school's clinical
programs have been reduced only
slightly, from 38 to 36.

UNFORTUNATELY. the change in
budget allocation was less than wellpublicized. The 12 originally registered
students were added to an initial wait
list of 10, so the waiting list now outnumbers the list of those registered, 22
to 18.
For one student, his remova l from
r egistration meant that he was
waitlisted for the third time. While the
administration is rumored to have informal mechamsms by which to
remedy such poor luck, his situation
points out the problems with the lottery
system of sign-up for c linic ,
inadequacies that are multiplied by
irregulanties in registr ation levels.
The snafu raises questions about the
stability of clinical education at the Jaw
school.
WHILE LAW CllOOL funding for
clinical programs has increased this
year, effective fund ing has been
ee NOTIIING SINI TER. page three
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SFF: ·Pledging the Public Interest
by Laura Tilley

During the summer. her attention was
focused on a class action case alleging
abuse and neglect of children in Kansas
City, Missouri.
Patricia Shapiro took a job at the
Washtenaw County Public Defender's
office. She found that her stereotyped
image of the burned out, overworked
criminal lawyer didn't hold true for the
lawyers in that office. Her research and
fact-finding work was balanced with
the opportunity to observe stimulating
trials.
While none of the questionnaires
received from last year's SFF recipients indicated an absolute commitment
to continue in public interest law, most
of the students recommended their jobs
to others. With the help of the student
body, Student Funded Fellowships wi II
be available to fund such jobs next
summer .

STUDENTS CA;\1 FINO OUT about
opportunities 10 the pubhc interest sec·
tor by consultmg the materials in the
placement office and talking to students who have held such jobs in the
past. In addition, a Public Interest Law
<recruiting > Conference will be held at
the law school in February . Applications for Student Funded
F ellowships will be avaJlable outside
the Student Senate office next term

Last summer. thirteen U-M law
students were able to hold public interest law jobs with help from the
Student Funded f'ellowship program
The grants. totaling $8,000, were given
to students working for organizations
including the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund,
the
Houghton
County
Prosecutor's Office and the Centro de
Servicios Legales Para Immigrantes
in Chicago. They supplemented the
The SFF program depends entirely
employer's contribution to guarantee a
on
contributions from students who
wage of $175.00 a week for the students.
perhaps hold more lucrative summer
While the common perception is that
jobs. Unfortunately, of last year's
public interest law jobs are difficult, if
$10,000 in pledges, only $5,800 in actual
not impossible, to come by, Student
contributions have been collected by
Funded Fellowships make the enthe SFF Board so far. If you pledged
deavor easier by providing one thing
money last year but haven't paid us yet.
public interest organizations often
please help keep the SFF program alive
lack- money. The fellowships are
and well by sending in your check now!
awarded in the spring to students who
have secured a position but need supThree Others Receive Endowed Chai rs
plemental funding.
The responses of last summer's SFF
recipients to their jobs ranged from the
noncommital
to
highly
enthusiastic. Joan Snyder held a position
at the Philadelphia District Attorney's Professor Joseph Sax was named this
international trade. H1::. classic study on
office, which appears to have a highly month by the University regents as the
World Trade and the I ow of Gil IT is
structured summer program. During PJ:lilip A. Hart Distinguished University
widely used by governments and emthe summer, J oan wrote briefs and Professor of Law, and three other law
bassies and has become a standard
memos, followed one rape case from professors received professorship apreference for practitioners in the field.
witness preparation to verdict, sat in on pointments in honor of their work at the
Jackson has also co authored, with
a guilty plea Regotiation for a company University.
Michigan Professor Lee Bollinger, roncharged with iiJegal dumping of toxic
Joining Sax in receiving recognition
traer Low in Modem Socu•ty. served in
chemicals, participated in a litiga tion were Professors John Jackson, Jerold
several capacities as a representative
skills training program, and spent a Israel and J .J. White.
for the United States in international
weekend nigh t sh ift with the
Sax is widely recognized as the
trade, and serves as an editor on three
P hiladelphia police.
nation's preeminent authority on eninternational trade journals.
J ENNIFER LEVIN worked a t the vironmental law, and his imaginative
ISRAE L WAS NAME D as the Alene
ACLU Children's Rights Project, works have found both academic and
and Allan F. Smith Professor of Law.
working on pioneer litigation in _the legislative acceptance. The pioneering
He has been active in seeking reform of
areas of child custody and foster care . Michigan Environmental Protection Act,
the criminal justice system , and
which Sax authored and which emcurrently serves as the Executive
bodies many of the ideas advanced in
Secreta r y of the Michigan Law
Sax's Defending The Env1ronment, has
Revision Commission.
been adopted by several states and in
Israel is also the co-author of two
par t by Congress.
widely-used casebooks on criminal
procedure, and has been consistently
SAX. WHOSE recent effor ts have
been directed largely toward environpraised by students for his excellence
SportsWear
mental protection and the conservation
as a teacher .
WHITE'S APPOINTMENT a s the
of natural resources, is also recognized
at the Law School as an entertaining
first Robert A. Sullivan Professor of
and challenging teacher.
Law recognizes his place as one of the
The professorship is just the latest in
nation's leading scholars m the field of
a long line of Sax's academic awards.
commercial law.
He has also received the major
White, recognized as a demanding
Swim wear ,
European award in environmental afbut popular instructor at the law school.
Footwear,
iairs, and his most recent book received
co-authored the text on the Uniform
the University of Michigan Press BienCommerical Code which has become
Bodywear
nia l Book Award.
the standard reference on that subject.
663·677'
White has also served as Executive
406 E. Liberty
Director of the National Institute for
JACKSON, NAME D as the Henry M.
2 blocks off State St
Consumer Justice, and currently sits as
Butzel Professor of Law, is recognized
a trustee of the Ann Arbor Board of
as a preeminent authority on the law of
Education.

Regents 'Distinguish ' Sax

Action

FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
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INFLATION
PICK UP YOUR 1EH DISCOliNT
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Copyquick
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1'119-0560
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GET 10% of f copyi ng
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notes
briefs
resumes
reports
anyth ing

Martin Gives
Exam Tips
from oa2c one

on the subject that drew most of his fir ·
st year Civil Procedure class to the tun·
ch<.'On in the first place. How to P repare
for and Take a LaY School Final
Examination. For lht> benefit of those
who missed his J,.. 'lure here are some of
the recommc .uations that Professor
:\1artin mad~.- (After all. every one
should st 1 , on equal footing. )
1/01

r

Prepareforthe Exam

the profe~so r what will be
by the ex-•m
2. Ask the professor how he grades the
exam. There are important differences
wh1ch could dictate your behavior in
th<' exam room itself. For example.
there may be fixed point limits forcertain issues and sub issues.
:1. Outline the course. Synthesizing and
putting the course in a logical structure
enables the student to better understand the earlier material and pr oduces
fresh information.
1
co~ered

How to Take an Exam
1. Don't outline your answers . This
wastes precious time. You ca n think
and write at the same time and while
you are writing you can be performing
many of the functions of outlining. Jot
down a word or two on a separate sheet
of paper that r eminds you of the issue
as you plod through the problems.

Dos and Don'ts
1. Avoid ambiguity, especia lly intentional ambiguity. You will not get full
credit.
2. l'se labels to avoid ambiguity. including case names and rule numbers.
Labels can sum up a whole principle in
one or two words.
:1. Look for sub issues. Teachers like
showing how clever they really a re .
t. To type or not to type. Do what ever
you do faster. Even if your typing is
bad, neatness bas virtually nothing to
do with the examiner's attitude towards
your exam, but if it is a close call-type,
a happy grader is a fair grader.
Good Luck and may God be with you.

Bell's
Pizza
two 12 oz. Cokes witb any pizza
or
$2 off any large 2 item pizza
mast refer to RG. spedal wben ordering
716 Packard at State 995-0132
Free deHvery after 11:00 a.m.
NOW DELIVERING RICH MILkSHAIES
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Clinic Survives Misconduct Investigation
by Dean Rietberg
A twelve-week investigation of the
law school's Clinic for possible obstruction of j ustice has recently been closed
by the Washtenaw County Prosecutor's
Office with no charges filed.
The investigation focused on the
possible harassment of witnesses by the
law students assigned to the case.
The ca se involved a patron at an Ann
Arbor night spot who was ejected by the
establishment's bouncer as he a pproached a guitar player in the band
near closing time in an effort to obtain
his address. The patron's subsequent
pounding on the entrance door broke an
attached blackboard.
While the parties' factual accounts
differed significantly at this point, a
neu tral witness corroborated the
patron's story that the bouncer reappeared and soon gained a superior
position in the ensuing brawl.
Upon learning of the investigation,
Professor Steven Pepe, Director of the
Clinical Law Program at Michigan,
denied any criminal behavior on his
paft or that of the two law students
assigned to the case. In a fifteen-page
mem ora ndum sent to the County
Prosecutors, Pepe stressed the Clinic's
constitutional right and professional
duty to thoroughly investigate their
client's case.
The County Prosecutor's Office

stated tha t it would be unfa ir to make
an official statement on the matter
since the investigation was closed. Their
spokesman did state, however, tha t
while the problem was looked into, they
felt it was not proper to br ing charges
against the Clinic since ther e had been
no criminal violation. The spokesman
also commented that the Clinic was
staffed by competent attorneys and
that the students did an outstanding
job.
In a subsequent conversation, Pepe
noted that while the Clinic is understandably a target for such in vestigations, given the zealous effor ts
by students in a misdemeanor case, no
judge has ever complained of their
behavior. In conceding that the defendant did have vigorous representation,
Pepe added that, had their client not
received such counsel, he would not
have received justice from our adversarial system.
Ultimately, the patron pleaded guilty
to the charges of malicious destruction
of the blackboard and agreed to pay $25
restitution. A mutual release of the
other suits was also negotiated-the
patron agreed to drop h1s civil suit
against the bouncer and the establishment for assault and battery in exchange for having similar criminal
charges dropped aginst himself.
In his memorandum, Pepe had noted
the risk that vigorous defense ad-

Notices
THE OFF ICE of the Vice-Pres1dent for
Academic Affairs is still accepting
comme nts concerning the reappointment of Dean Sanda low . Any
student or organization may submit
comments to Dr. Bill Frye, 3068 Admin.
Bldg. The letters that have already
been received are currently being
reviewed , so comments should be sent
in as soon as possible.
THE LSS has created a new student
Ad Hoc Committee on faculty h1rmg to
search for women and minority candidates for faculty positions at the law
school, to develop alternative search
procedures to those presently used by
the law school, and to develop alternative criteria to evaluate the
qualifications of women and minonties
for faculty positions. Applications for
membership on the committee w1ll be
available at the Senate office and ar<'
due at the end of the first week of next
semester. The Senate urges all m
terested people to apply.
EXAMINATION Changes: According
to the Academic Regulations, students
are eligible to take a final exam other
than the scheduled time if they have:
1) An illness or death in the family
2 ) 3 exams in consecutive exam
periods.
3) 10 credit hours of exams in any 48
hour per iod.
4 ) 2 exams scheduled at the same
time.
S tu de nts seeking exam c ha nges
should see Rosema ry Vicary, 307 Hutchins Ha ll, before the Thanksgiving
b reak.

PRE CLASS IFI CATr ON Res ultsRoom 200 H.H., December 6-8 9:00a.m.
to 11 :30a.m.and 1:30p.m . to 4:00 p.m.
Formal Registration and Addition of
Courses for those who have been
"redlined."
LAW SCHOOL Decals des igned by a UM law student are being sold by the
Law School Student Senate next
Tuesday and Wednesday from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m. in front of Room 100 Hutchins Hall.
A CONFERENCE on " Health issues
of Women in the Workplace" will be
held from 8:30a.m. to 3:30p.m. Jan. 21,
1983, in the Chrysler Center on The
University of Michigan's North Campus.
The conference will be pr esented by
the U·M School of Public Health's Center for Continuing Education and the U:.\1 Center for Occupational Health and
Safely Engineering.
For further information. phone the UM School of Public Health , Center for
Continuing Education, at <313) 764-8093,
or wr ite to the Center at Room 3512 SPH
I, the U-M , Ann Ar bor, Mich. 48109.
FALL. 1982 Calendar: The Fail term
closes with a two day rearrangement of
classes providing an automatic "makeup•· for classes missed during the
Thanksgiving br eak. Thus, all classes
will end on Wednesday, December 8th
AS IF they were Thursday a nd Friday.
A fina l version of the exam schedule
wilJ be posted on the first floor bulletin
board duri ng the week of December
6th. Please make a point of checking it for
any last minute changes.

vocacy, if necessary, could lead to the
escalation of a misdemeanor case. The
students had dissuaded their client
from proceed ing with his crosscompla int until they had found a
corroborating witness. However, once
this witness was found, a failure to
br ing the cross-complaint might be
g r ounds for malpractice charges .

Pepe noted later that this was the only
time in his thirteen years of practice
that a civil complaint was actually
brought by his client in a crimina l ca se.
F inally, Pepe stressed the in terrorem
effect that such an investigative delay
in trial can have by causing
"stormclouds of criminal involvement"
to hang over a defendant's head.

C linic Rolls Reduced

'Not Sinister, just no funding,
from page one
reduced since several of the benefactors of the Child Advocacy program
have reduced support. This means that
Clinic I is operating with roughly
$25,000 less than in the past year. Such
funding constraints are the main
reason for reduced registration levels.
Last year, the fate of Clinic itself was
debated by the Clinic Reevaluation
Committee. Faced with widespread
and vocal s tudent support for the
program, the Committee kept Clinic.
Stephen Pepe, Director of Clinic I,
sees the squeeze in enrollment as a
reflection of the program's growing
popularity. With the Clinic's move to
the law school and the publicity it
received from the reevaluation, it is a
much more visible alternative , he says.
Moreover, P epe feels students are
realizing that Clinic is no longer viewed
by employers as indicative of a subversive bent. It can even be helpful in
seeking a job.
He feels it can serve to " actively
enhance their a ppearance as r eal
lawyers." Pepe feels that these are
long-term changes in student attitudes
which will establish Clinic as a ser ious

option in the general student
academic mindset.
MORE SPECIFICALLY, Pepe point·
ed out that the ·unanticipated increase
in fall sign-ups for Clinic necessitates a
greater allocation to this semester 's
program. Pepe did say that the cuts for
Winter term were " nothing sinister the
Dean has done-it's just that there's no
funding available."
SWl, in light of the outstandmg show
of support for the program last spring,
and large sign-ups for the program both
fall and winter terms, it seems a
curious time to reduce funding. Pepe
admits that the clinic is still ''not out of
the woods. Funding cuts here are
ser ious. The program is more expensive than any other program of legal
education, though still cheaper tha n
any other graduate education. And the
commitment here is less than one-third
that of our peer institutions to their
clinical programs."
While the registration mix-up stself
does not signal problems with the
clinical program , the base of administrative and financial support for
such a progra m at Michigan remains
none too secure.

We Don't Sell Clothing

We do sell what proper apparel will do for our
customer! It is our responsibility to create your
confidence and respect for ou r clothing and our
professional fashion consultants.
For an investment in our clothing and our professionalism. your appearance will surely pay
dividends.

Open

Thuft. & Fn. nn•

•til 8:30

306 S . State St.
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Trying to Keep
Our Lines Straight
The gener al routine for us at the R.G. on
Tuesday nights is to finish pasting up Wednesday's paper, deliver it for printing, and
then to spend some time picking off pieces of
line-tape from the seats of our pants and the
soles of our shoes. The stuff tends to stick to
everything ; just ask Jose, who keeps our office in order and spends his Wednesday
evenings muttering and cursing as he scrapes
the tape from our office floor.
The kind of tape we use here is no trivial
matter . One of the least appreciated elements
of putting out a newspaper, in fact, is the care
and consideration required in choosing the
kind of tape with which to border pictures , box
stories and so on.
This space, for example which we call the
" left-side," for obvious (non-political)
reasons, is always boxed inside two-point
tape. Two-point is heavier than one-point tape,
or the even narrower " hairline" tape, and
serves to clear ly distinguish our opinions from
those of our readers. In boxing off a lighthearted feature, however, or even a ·more
serious item which we want our readers to
focus on, we might opt for one-point, maybe
hairline. depending not only on aesthetics, but
also on how we want to play the story.
Sometimes we disagree on what kind of tape
to use, or whether to use it at all. The editor ,
for example, might think that one of the
narrower tapes works best, while another
might feel that two-point or even a double line
border gives the story more appeal.
We do try to keep our lines straight, though
sometimes we err and wind up with something
of a slant. And when we do, we hear about it,
from readers who object to the edge we've
given a certan story, or maybe to our boxing a
stor y out of proportion. These comments from
our readers are generally helpful ; while we're
the one entrusted with lining our pages, we've
got no monopoly on ideas for doing it best.
For the R.G.'s present editors, this week is
the last in which we 'll be a ble to decide where
to put the tape and how to use it. Thanks to
those of you who have helped us out and to
those who've given us the material to work
with.
Next semester's staff woul d appreciate the
same and more contributions as they try, as
we have, to do more than just toe the line.

Letters
The ' ' Review'' Needs a Review
To the Editor:
Every year between eighty and ninety percent
of the members of Law Review are chosen on the
basis of first year grades. This system has
remained largely intact for at least 15 years even
though numerous other law schools rely
primar ily on writing competitions .' It has
remained intact even though members of
minor ity groups rarely Qualify for the Review
under this system . To our knowledge, the sanctity of this system has not been seriously
reevaluated in well over a decade.
Such a reevaluation is long overdue. Without
overstating the importance of the Review, we
believe a large segment of each first year class
has some interest in membership on the Review.
These students have a r ight to selection
procedures that are both fair and reasonable.
It is very unfortunate that this issue has
received such limited attention this year.
Despite the Law Review's commitment last
April to consider this issue, the Review has made
little progress to date. The issue has also
seemingly been ignored by the administration,
the faculty, the Student Senate, interested
student groups , and individual members of the
student body.
Last week the Law Review announced that it
will solicit written comments on a lternative

selection procedures and will take a position on
the issue in February. While this is encouraging,
we are convinced that the impetus for change in
this area must come from the student body. It is
unrealistic to expect the beneficiar ies of a gradebased system to challenge that system. To the
contrary, the inclination is to rationalize the
legitimacy of a system that has labeled one as a
top student. This phenomenon also helps explain
the failure of the administration and faculty to
act in this area- in many cases they too have obtained their positions by climbing to the top of a
system based on grades.
Consequently. we strongly urge the Student
Senate, interested groups, and members of the
student body to carefully consider this issue and
to take reasonable steps to see that necessary
changes are implemented. Change does not
seem to come easily at MichiRan Law School.
a nd if the people most directly affected by
current policies do not challenge the wisdom of
these policies, change will not come at a ll.
Judith Ba umgartner
Kit P ierson

The writer~ are both third Vl'ar students on the eduonal
staff of thl' Michi1(a fll aw Rl'vtew.

MSA-Ask Not What You
by Bar ry Rudorsky
I am the Michigan Student Assembly
Representative for the Law School. If you didn't
know this I wouldn 't feel too bad. I was elected
last year in an election that you probably don't
remember and I doubt I even got 100 votes. I
have decided that the time has come to write
what I would call a n open letter to the law school
to find out exactly what my mandate is and to
figure out if I am really serving the throngs that
elected me.
I have heard many law s tudents complain that
they get nothing for the money they are forced to
pay MSA each semester . In fact last year one
Senate candidate made secession from MSA part
of his campaign platform . But most law students
probably don't even know what MSA is. Admittedly, some of the projects that MSA is involved
in are more worthwhile than others But much if
not most of what MSA does could be of general
interest to law students if they would only take
the time to make themselves aware of those
events and activities
But I still haven't told you what MSA is. Essentially it is an Assembly of elected student
representatives from every school and college at
the University. It meets every week on Tuesday
nights on the third floor of the Michigan Union.
All are welcome to attend and speak out. Each
semester every student is assessed $4.25. Out of
this amount $2.90 goes to Student Legal Services
which is an office of five attorneys providing
legal services to students without charge. That
leaves MSA with $1.35 from each student or a
total budget of $83,830.
MSA basically serves two functions. First MSA
distr;'>utes money to worthwhile student
orgar ·ations and projects. So far this year, for
exam,.,.e, we have allocated money to a Feminist
Legal Services lecture, a coalition of Black
students who will be hosting a teach-in on the
history and future of the Black student community on campus, a booklet on preventing and
dealing with sexual assault, a Free China
<Taiwan > Cultural Arts Dance presentation and
the Free Eddie Carthan committee. Most if not
all these events arc publicized in the Michigan
Daily and University ttecord.
The second function of MSA is to act as a watchdog. Not only on the administration but also in
the political a r ena. Recently MSA sent a
resolution to the Ann Arbor City Council
registering opposition to any change in the

• • •

marijuana Jaws. We have voiced our disapproval
of the r ecent proposal to remove vending
machines from the graduate and undergraduate
libraries. We are also sponsoring a study on
military research on campus a nd a study of the
precipitous decline of Black enrollment on campus and what can be done about it.
The list goes on, but let me add that we handle
issues ranging from improving Campus Security
to tracking the budget r eductions and Department reviews now going on at the University. If
after reading this vou still think that MSA does
nothing for you then I'd say that maybe it's your
fault. Let's stop being so parochial ; there is a
whole big university out there with much to offer
law students, socially. politicaUy and culturalJy.
Also law students command much respect and
can be tremendously influential in University affairs by serving on committees or even through
less formal involvement. If there is anything
more I can tell you or you have an issue you
would like to discuss, my home phone number is
668-1649 and I have a mailbox outside the Law
School Student Senate office. I'll be g lad to talk
even if you didn't vote for me last year , because
let's face it , if I only talked to the people who
voted for me it would be a lonely life.
The author ts the well-known but underpaid Busmess
Mana~erofthe

R.G.

Letters
Policy
The Res Gestae welcomes comment from our
readers. To be printed, articles must be signed,
although requests for anonymity will be con·
sidered. We reser\ie the right to edit for length
and clarity. Submissions should be doublespace typed, and may be dropped off in the Drop
Box on the door of the R.G. office at Room 408
Hutchins Hali.The deadline for each Wednesday's
is the preceding Sunday at 6 p.m .
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Forum
U

NTIL recently, a crimson placard hung
prominently across a third-floor window of
the LS&A building. Its message, "U.S. Out
of~EI Salvador," was a simple and forceful plea
oLiiously promulgated by some student or students
who disapprove of U.S. involvement in that ravaged
Central American country. Scrawled in the poster 's
corner , as if a handwritten afterthought, was the
self-evident disclaimer: "Not U of M Policy. "
On a campus that nurtured the infancy of the
SDS-a campus that today routinely countenances
every fanatic presentation from anarchists to
zealots-there is little of the political spectrum that
escapes the prism of academia The Michigan Daily
IS sold alor..gside the publications of the Spartacus
Youth League outside the student union. And among
the plethora of propaganda and preachers ex 1st the
less political of university institutions: the
buildings, the fraternities and sororities, the football team, and, ob yes, the administration.
E\·ery now and then, though, a putative political
issue comes along and demands the cognizance of
university officials. Ownership of lucrative stock in
South African companies is one example: the sheer
hypocrisy of espousing non-discriminatory racial
practices whiJe reaping the economic fruits of
apartheid rule has led to d1vestiture by many
universities. Of their own volition, officials from
this and other un iversities have raced to
Washington with their testimony on the h1ghly
political issue of cuts to educational funding.
The bothersome juxtaposition of moral and
political issues has, to be sure, led to its share of
controversy. Last week, Yale University P resident
A Bartlett Giamatti forbade the university's glee
club from performing the Solidanty union's theme
song on the Voice of America. Expressing fears that
the songsters might become a "political football,"
Giamatti said the performance would be inappropriate " because the university does not take
sides or lend its name to one political cause or
another."
Writing in the enraged enlightenment only a Yale
alumnus could muster, columnist William F .
Buckley responded : " What we have here is the absolute bankruptcy of the theoretical presentations
of academic freedom , which pretend that a university does not take sides."

T

HERE IS certainly no rt•ason for a university, in its official or academic stance, to throw
its considerable weight to one side of any political
effort, no matter its cause or genesis. But the increasingly amorphous definition of a " political"
issue may come to haunt us when we seek ostensibly

which so discriminate, Sandalow replied : " [IJnsofa~ as the. University can do so, they ought to
avo1 d takmg political positions ." While
acknowledging· that gay civil rights is also a moral
issue, he characterized the responsibility of the administration as limited to " exclud[ing ) from the
placement office only those people who are engaged
in activities which a re violative of the law. That
gives us a grounding in public consensus."
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Political Deference
or Moral Cowardice?
Jim Loots
moral truths within which the university must function.
Nobody can seriously argue that this, a publir. in·
stitution ~upported largely by tax dollars, ought
adopt an official perspective on every controversial
issue a ffecting even jts own welfare. But at the
same time, this genial deference on political matters must not be allowed to excuse University administrators for their moral cowardice in facing
troublesome social issues over which they have exclusive control.
Dean Terrance Sandalow's recent comments
rega rding discrimination against gays in the law
school are illustrative of this. In justifying his opposition to a proposed ban on interviews by firms

ut does it really? And, more importantly, can
the moral responsibilities of a university administration be limited to those mandates
emanating from the courts or Capitol cloakrooms?
Clearly not. Dean Sandalow likens the gay issue to
one of political affiliation. "Surely it would be inappropriate for me to exclude Democrats, or
Republicans, from the placement ·office, " he
reasons. Perhaps, but those who refuse to hire a
competent law student solely on the basis of sexual
orientation a re playing a different line. They need
not wear a badge to brand themselves as bigots, nor
carry an anti-gay membership card behind their
stack of business cards.
The question is not whether we should exclude
such employers because of who they are, it is rather
whether we should prohibit them from using our
resources to further what they do. What they do is
discriminate on the basis of a characteristic wholly
unrelated to the competent practice of law. And on
this broader point we have the Dean's requisite
" public consensus." Gender , race, national origin,
religion . .. such discrimination transcends even
our hallowed legal oracles. A " political" controversy need not blind us to what is clearly morally
wrong, and it is certainly no excuse for inaction.
To wait for " the law" to command us to end
uni\•ersity-sanctioned offenses to individuals or
society is to show unfounded deference for what the
Dean so reveren tially refers to as " political agencies." True, those powers may control the pursestrings and nameplates on administrative doors,
but that does not mean they haven't left administrators the power and respons ibility to determine what is the socially and morally correct
course of action.
It is not only within the purview of the law school a d·
ministration to put an end to anti-gay discrimination, it
is the Dean's imperative moral du ty to do so. The
decoy cries of " political" noninterference cannot be
a llowed to obfuscate the basic question of human rights
and dignity. Instead of using such rhetoric as a blithe
robber -stamp a nswer, we must turn the motto to ask
the question: " Why not U of M P olicy? "

Legalese: A Question of Juris-Diction?
b v J udah Garber
·
Ma~y of my classmates have been ex
pr~mg doubts lately as to whether
the1r last three years were w1st>ly spent
m law school. They balk at the prospect
of spending .evenin~s and weeken~ in
the law f1rm hbr,ary .fash•.omng
arguments the~ don t behe~e 10 for
che~ts they don t .respect onl) to e~d up
!~~.'_ng for a new Job 10 f?ur years 10 the
likely event they don t make partner. Yet they also feel that to pursue a
..v,~·•aw career would be ~o ~aste all of
the~r. hard-earned, spec1ahzcd, legal
trammg. .
.
At the nsk of beiOg accused of r~buttable presumptuousness, I maiOtaiO
these fears are groundless. Upon close
examination , it can be seen that in the
process of learning to "think like a law
student,'' we have acquired a wealth of
new skills, many of which have application to non-legal careers.
F IRST OF ALL. there is no denyi ng
that iaw school has taught us a lot about
ourselves. Some students have learned
that their capacity for hard work is

even greater than they suspected while
·
others have been amazed at their newly
revealed capacity for idleness in the
face of a staggering work load.
If the psycholinguists are correct in
saying that language influences
thought. then we have all been changed
in more ways than we would like to admit. There is no going back to the time
in our lives when the phrase "confusing
the issue" did not conjur up a picture of
a mother telling her child "2 plus 2
equals 5." Imagine how our lives would
be different if we had gone to medical
school where a " hypo" is a way of in·
jecting a point, not making one. I have
found the legal tactic of framing the
issue very useful in overcoming mental
blocks: where I was once paralyzed
with " writers block," I now suffer from
a mere " threshold problem .''
EVEN IF WE don't yet think in
legalese, we have certainly improved
our pronunciation of legal terms
through exercising our " juris-diction.'·
Even the character of our existential
musings has been altered by law
school. Where the depressed un-

dergraduate wishes he were never
.
born, the depressed law student f1Ies a
suit against his parents for " wrongful
birth."
Our unconscious minds have certainly not been immune to the influence
of law school. For example, I had a
first-year nightmare where I
was lost in a small mi.dwes.t co~ lege
town, and no matter which direction I
tried to go, I ended up back where I
started fr om. After unsuccessfully
trying all the points of the compass, I
found myself literally paralyzed in the
center of town, estopped by res j udicata
from ever getting away.
Anyone who has written a resume
and gone through the inter viewing
process is a long wa y towards
mastering the art of fictional characterization (not to mention character acting >. A little practice in plot may be all
that is needed to launch a career as a
novelist (specializing in "legal fietion").
LAW SCHOOL at least should have
increased our tolerance for opposing
viewpoints. We've all learned the legal

axiom "every argument has two sides"
d "R
•
11
" "
1 g
an
eagan s coro a.~Y - as on as
they can afford to pay.
.
Few people a.dequately apprec1 ~te
the extent to wh•c.h law schoo~ has 10creased our capa c•ty to apprec1ate new
areas of prof,ession~l .humor . F~r
exa~ple, here s an IO ·J?~e for th•s
year s . moot. court partlctpants : Q~
What d•d..Els•e Langd?n wear lo ?o~.rt .
A: Her Wrongful Birthday Su•t. .It
may not be f~nny, but at least you get •t.
I have. gamed a more profo.und understand•~g of . wor~d ~onom•cs now
that m~ f10anc1a! Slt~a.tlon resembles
the national debt 10 m•.mature. Many of
us may soon acqUire .~ p e rs.on~!
knowledge of the term recessiOn.
T~us we see how law school has contnb~te~ to ou knowledge of other
d1SC1phnes.
Of course, not everything we have
learned has been all to the good F or
example, we've had to unlearn sound
rules of written expression. Parsimony
1S out of place in standard legal prose.
where typically three words are used to
do the job of one.

The Multi-(Altered)
State 'Bar' Review
The Res Gestae was looking for a new arts editor.
Frankly, we were hoping to find a person with a little more
cultural sensitivity. But it was late in the semester and we
were tired, and while the guy at the door was a bit seedy
looking and smelled strongly of cheap wine, he claimed
the title of "Lord High Chancellor of the Almighty Barristers " . ...
- - - by Jim Laing - - mastered the fine art of class
participation early in my law
school career-"! pass, Professor"-and was desperately in need of a
more stimulating form of exercise than
the reading of casebooks. By the second
week of school I was provided with ample incentive to venture beyond the
safety of the Quad and into the world of
the Ann Arbor bar scene.
Strolling to Ulrich's to purchase my
obligatory Nutshell on legal research I
immediately noticed hectic activity in
front of Martha Cook Dormitory. That
plus the crowd in Ulrich's and in front
of the Readyteller machine awakened
my bookishly numbed senses to sensual
reality-the undergr ads had arrived.
I gathered together a group of likeminded C'we will not talk law') firstyears and we planned an assault on
Dooley's Optimism reigned as we were

I

armed with the knowledge of our
superiority Cwant to see my legal 10 ?).
After surveying the hunting grounds
and quaffing several pitchers to calm
ourselves, we indulged in a favorite undergrad pastime-the Sandwich. The
Sandwich afforded easy contact and the
management at Dooley 's must be
commended for its lack of interference
in our disruptive activities.
Although achieving no great success
at Dooley's , I left with the heartwarming knowledge that there was
hope for a somewhat " normal" lifestyle
in law school, or at least a delightful
distraction from my supposed rigorous
study.

I

N SUCCESSIVE weeks I found myself continually in the campus
bars- Dooley's, Charlie's, Rick's, the
Village Bell . With finals months away,

Happy Hour-2 bar drinks for $1.65
Sun.-Thur. 3~ P .M.

the pressure to perform was not to be discover that my usua l dress of
found in Hutchins Hall but in the local crewneck, jeans, and Nikes was not aphaunts of the beautiful people.
propriate. At Del Rio, Old Town, the
At Dooley's I was introduced to
Blind Pig, and Mr . Flood's Party, one
Eastern Mic higan . At Rick's I dresses down. Jeans were still in but
discovered the Nursing School. The now tennies were replaced by boots or
defunct V-Bell was especially ap- workboots, and sweaters by a leather or
propriate for the prowlings of a fi rst jean jacket.
year- windowless, with a shag carpet
Confessing to the study of law was
covering the low arched ceiling.
also
an immediate turn-off, except
But Charlie's was the piece de resiStanwhen I professed to work for Student
ce. It was there I learned the true value
of the law student in the eyes of Legal Services, a rgued for tenant and
monogrammed nymphets. I dropped consumer rights, and announced my inmy favorite sophisticated opener , " do tentions to bust trusts or save trees.
you want to talk?" with success, but
After my initial adjustment period
proceeded to nonchalantly pour beer all
these bars became quHe comfortable.
over myself and my new acquaintance. Dimly lit with background jazz or rock .
Utterly frustrated by my perce1ved these places were ideal for converfailure to reel her in, I proceeded to ask sation and provided a needed escape
the following :
from the macho charisma mentality of
" Why are you talking to me?"
the campus scene.
"You know the answer to that, silly."
"No really, I'm obviously a klutz
Second year I was a lso provided with
lacking in any socially redeeming the opportunity to indulge in the Y .P .
qualities."
CYoung Professional) bars. Slacks, but"You really want to know?"
tondowns and loafers made the grade at
" Yes."
the Earle and the Gandy Dancer .
" Because you have high E.P."
Stroh's gave way to scotch on the rocks .
" What the he!J is E.P.?"
Campari and Dubonnet. I was mildly
" Earnings Potential."
surprised to find my conversation drift-

the word was that we were uclownish ''and
boring and exceedingly preoccupied with ourselves. No, the secret to success was a harsh
economic reality: high E. P. "
u .•.

The great mystery of my first year in
law school was solved. Women of the
campus bars were not attracted to law
students because of their charm or good
looks. In fact , the word was that we
were "clownish " and boring and exceedingly preoccupied with ourselves.
No, the secret to success was a harsh
economic reality: high E .P.

lOP.M.-1 A..M.

Pitchers of Molson or Schlitz
Breakfast served.anytime-free hash browns
:.11 in your orde<

i63-*36
Pick up

in 15
minutes

D

URING my second year of law
school, the glitter of Charlie's
brass and plants,the funk of Rick 's in·
dustrial basement appearance, and the
incessant odor of r otten Jager at
Dooley's lost their charm for me. The
women were younger , and a certain
sameness pervaded the campus bar
scene. My feeling that I was becoming
dated was punctuated by the remark of
an attractive co-ed in Rick's: "nineteen
year olds simply are not attracted to
receding hairlines ." It was lime to expand my horizons.
I took my act downtown only to

HAPPY HOUR
TWO forONE

1.65 House Brands
Beer & Wine Specials
10:00 PM - tOO AM
Sunday thru Thursday
THE CELLAR GETS HAPPY All DAY

~E. William

ing toward foreign policy and future
career objectives (thinking like a
lawyer?).

N

OW IN THE year of my swansong, I find my need for social interaction has not lessened, but my idea
of the appropriate atmosphere has
changed. Take waitresses for example.
Charlie's is a must Mon.-Wed. when one
may be served in style by the sultry and
sensuous Marcy . Despite its tacky
decor, the Full Moon is worth the trip on
the weekends merely to enjoy the company of Wendy.
And for those very intimate occasions
the Liberty Inn is the only spot in to ....-n
for breakfast beers . Afternoon indulgence is best satisfied at the Black
Sheep Tavern in Manchester or at the
Blmd Pig where one can sit in the
atrium and sip Glenfiddich with a
Guiness chaser for a paltry S3.
The best bar in town? That's easy.
Joe's Star Lounge, where the crowd is
noisy. the music is a cut above <same
bands-they just sound better>. and the
seedy decor punctuated by red marnm
glass lights, is irresistible.
Whatever your preferences Csee e.g
Flame, Rubaiyat) the Ann Arbor bars
are the city's social savior. Do yourself
a favor, and help the local economy by
dropping your hornbooks and indulging
in the local culture.

663-3379

Serving G1Hk, ltal;.n and .-..rea" Q.lisi~ae
t=or YourtM ino~re

. down garments · leathe< cleanine ·
. waterproofing . free mono< repairs ·

338 S. State Street
Ann A.z-'bor

332 maynard
·at t he-tower plaza

11 o

668-6335
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Stan White: Thinking like a Linebacker
from page one

running back> said to me Sunday, once
after I tackled him and helped him up,
he said, 'Don't ratify the agreement.'
And I said we're not about to.
"We made several gains," White
said. "We got a pretty good severance
plan, so that players can make the
transition from a high paying job to a
normal job. And the drug problem now
offers players confidential treatment.
That was a major issue all through the
talks. including how any testing would
be done. Now there'll be two testing
per1ods for drug use during the year,
but it will be done confidentially. And if
the players can't protect themselves in
those parts of the year, then obviously
they need help. And the owners wanted
to be able to test the players
" I think that issue after issue went
the players' way, but what we were
really striking about is the basic system
by which the players are pa1d their
wages. and that's where we made the
least amount of progress."
\\as player divisiveness a problem?
\re footba ll players as tight as ba~e
ball players are?
"Well, baseball players all grow up

Uement'' reached between the players
and owners last week, and though the
players are back in uniform now, he
doesn't know how long that will last.
" I'VE VOTE D AGAI:'I/ST il (the
proposed settlement> each time it's
come up," White said, "and that's the
way I'd go again. I don't think we got
what we wanted. We made significant
gains, but we shouldn't have approved
what we got."
And the settlement might not be approved. The players must still ratify
what their player reps gave them last
week, and if White has his way, it's not
going to happen.
Will you recom mend to the Lions that
they not ratify?
"I'm just informing them of the
details!," White said, "but a lot of them
my teammates I are askmg me what
I'd do, how I'd vote, and I tell them, so
that probably makes a difference. We
vote next week, and I don't thmk we're
going to vote for it.
" I think it might be a close vote
league wide. I know Chicago's ready to
turn it down. Walter Payton <Chicago

together and s pend a lot of time in the
minor leagues. They learn what it's like
to live the hard life, I guess, to ride
buses together , and learn to depend on
each other . But footba ll players come
up out of college, where they proba bly
had a scholarship and a pat on the back
all the way through. So when you get to
pr o ball it's tough to make the
sacrifices you need to stick together .
"But I think we learned from watching the baseball players that unity is
the only way we can accomplish
anything.' '
Did the owners play orr the reports
of pl aye r dissa tisfaction with th£'
strike?
" Well, yeah . We've got 1500 players
and there's always going to be some
dissent, and management is going to
jump on every word of it. But I don't
think there was a significant degree of
dissent. In the last week or so the
players feared the cancellation of the
entire season, and wanted to get that
point across, but I don't think there was
significant dissension on the issues."

White says the press didn't help matters much either .
"There are a few reporters who do a
real good job," White said, "But on the
whole they would do anything to get a
story. They had no principle at all.
Story after story was printed on the
basis of absolute lies."
Is that r epr inting lies or ma king them
up?
"Both of the above. They either hear
a rumor or think up a rumor and print
it. They're famous for thinking up
scenarios and putting them to players
and making a story out of it. Il was
really r idiculous . Like the big story in
the Daily News about my replacing
Gar vey. There was nothing to that."
So for now, at least, it's back to football and the kind of play that earned
White Most Valuable Player honors on
Detroit's defense last year. There's also
the matter of "reacquainting myself
with my kids," of which White has two.
And finally, there's always Ed Garvey's job, right Stan?
Nope. Just pained laughter on the
other end of the line.

Josephson offers bor review courses for the following s tates: For ~urther information on your state's bar requiremen ts, simply wri te o r col/ the off1ces of the state
bor or bor examiner listed here.

BRC NATIONAL OFFICE: 800-421-4577

BRC EASTERN OFFICE: (collect} 212-344-6180
For M A, NJ , NY , PA
Massachusetts Boord of Bar Examiners
77 Franklin St.
Boston . MA 021 I 0
New Jersey Board of Bar Examiners
CN 973
Trenton, NJ 08625
New York Board of law Examiners
90 State Street
A lbany, NY 12207
Pennsylvania Board of low Examiners
Public ledger Building
Independence Square
Philadelphia , PA 19106
BRC SOUTHERN OFFICE: (collect} 813-441-4 133
For Alabama . Florida
A labama State Bar, P.O. Box 671 , Montfomery, A lAB 3610 1
Florida Bar Admissions Center
1300 East Park Avenue
Ta llahassee. Fl32301

Fo r all states not listed below.

BRC WESTERN OFFICE: (collect} 415-776-3202
For Alaska , California, Hawaii , N evada
Alaska Bar Association , P.O. Box 279, Anchorage . Ala ska 99510
California Comm. o f Bar Exam iners
555 Frankli n St., P.O. Box 7908, Son Francisco, CA 94120
Suprem e Court of Hawai i , P.O. Box 2560, Honolul u, HA 96804..-2560
State Bar of Nev ada , 834 W i llo w St .. Re no, NV 89502
B RC MIDWESTERN OFFICES: (collect } Ml 313-559-7606. MN 612-644-6070
For IN , MI . MN , OK
Indiana Board of Law Ex a miners, 402 Stat e House, Indiana p o l is, IN 46204
M ich igan Boord of l ow Ex ami ne rs, P.O. Box 30052, lansing , Ml48909
M innesota Boa rd of Bar Ex ami n ers
200A M i n nesota Sta te Bonk Bu i lding
200 S. Robert St.
St. Paul. MN 55107
Okl a homa Bo ord of Bar Exam iners
Cha rlotte N e lson , Administra tive Direct or
P.O . Bo x 53056
1901 N . lincoln Blvd.
Okl a homa City, O K 73 152

BRC Is Jooklng for Campus Re pre sentatives. In exchange fo r se lling course
materials you will receive a free Bar Exam review course.
Most course materials will b e sent 7-8 weeks before the exam. Courses
generally start 6 weeks before the exam.
For further informohon on the Josephson Review Course
mo•l the coupon below to·
N ome
phone N o. _ _ __
Address

_ ___

Dote of Graduation -

Exom Dote ond Stole of Interest
I om in toros ted in becoming o BRC Campus Rep

- - -- -

Ethan Powsner
309 Packard No. 1
or
Ann Arbor, Mich. 41104
761 -6541

Susan Dunnlngs
1245 Island Drive
Ann Arbor, Mich.
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W THAT the Fall interview
season is winding up and job offers are dangling, a few of you
starting to wonder, in your
m y
more contemplative moments, what
life will be like outside the ivy-covered
confines of the Law Quad. Well, I've
been in private practice for several
weeks now, so I can tell you from experience: quit school and enjoy life; it's
hell out here.
Just fooling. Actually, private law
practice is not as different from law
school as you might think. For one
thing, you bring all of your character
flaws with you- you don't get any wittier or more self-confident just because
you're wearing gray flannel suits and
silk ties (or blouses) every day.
Also, many of the trade-offs you
make in law school are present in the
real world. For instance, in law school
·there is generally an inverse relationship between the amount of time spent
in, say, hot pursuit of members of the
opposite gender, an altered state of
consciousness, or bed, and overall performance in law school. For the most
part, this obvious tradeoff between
leisure activities and class rank is a
matter of freely-made choices-not
everyone wants to be at the top of the
class if it means sacrificing friendships, mental equilibrium, and Pac
Man. And as long as you don't go to extremes, you will still graduate, find a
job, and pass the bar. (As regards the
first two, I spea k from firsthand
knowledge ; with the third, it's still just
a matter of bravado. )

N

I

N THE real world, a roughly
equivalent relationship exists between hours billed per month and advancement in the firm. Don't be fooled
by the masters of deceit in Room 200:
although a friendly manner, good cite
fo rm , and clean teeth count for
something out here, when it comes
right down to it the firm's opinion of you
is based primarily on how much
money they can make by merchandising your time. So, as with law
school, the choice is yours: you can
spend all of your waking hours in the office bucking for partner, or you can
pursue those old law school addictions
like video games, friends, and sleep.
In spite f1J the similarities I've just
mentioned, your first couple of months
of practice can be deflating after the

salesman at Brooks Brothers.

Boston's No
Tea Party
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by Matthew Kiefer
del usions of grandeur instilled during
your three years at Michigan Law
School. Picture it: defying even Dean
Eklund's predictions, you have finally
graduated from one of the nation's
leading law schools. Your training as a
shock-trooper of the legal elite over,
you are ready to " hit the ground run·
ning." The feeling is intoxicating.
THREE MONTHS LATER, after a
brief personal setback known as the
Multi-state Bar Exam, and a few short
weeks in Europe or your parents'
backyard (it hardly matters) licking
your wounds, the euphoria returns.
Your first day at work, they spend the
morning showing you around, introducing you to all of the Big Enchiladas in the corner offices, ordering
you memo pads with your own name on
them. Then they take you out for a nice
lunch. The skids are greased, and you
can't wait to get started.
By mid-afternoon, and for several
months afterwards, you are a virtual
inmate of your firm 's library, drafting
research memos on topics that seem
even more insignificant than when you
were just a summer clerk. You eat lunch
at your desk. You almost never even
lay eyes on, much less talk to, the corner office echelon of the firm .
Associates one year ahead of you taunt
you when you get in to the office after
7:30am by saying "Good Afternoon."
Your secretary gives you lectures on office procedure in her best babysitting
voice, at a pitch calculated to carry into
several nearby offices. Once in a while,
you get to draft a letter for a partner's
signature, and even that comes back
blue-lined beyond recognition. Sooner
or later you face the truth: whatever
they may have told you in Room 200,
your initial status at the firm is
somewhere between the word
processors and the wastebaskets.

IT I HUMILIATING, but still it can
have its brighter moments. For example, having the firm's senior partner
greet you with the correct surname
while waiting together for the elevator
can atone for a multitude of
degradations. CThis vignette is offered
merely by way of illustration. It has
never happened to anyone I know.)
ES, private law practice is fraught
with hazards. Let me share with
you a couple of very personal ones I am
now grappling with. The first is how to
treat my secretary. She is a college
graduate, just a couple of years
younger than I am. She is engaged to a
law student, which probably shows bad
judgment, but is otherwise very
capable and friendly . The problem is
that I am her superior. I am used to
treating people my own age as equals,
at least until their behavior demands
otherwise, so this makes me uncomfor
table.
Still , when I treat her as an equal, she
begins to take it to heart. Sht> takes long
lunches when she feels like it. She gets
bossy, even telling me how to do my
work. This is not good, particularly since
she knows even less than I do about,
say, how to draft an amendment to a
limited partnership agreement to bring
it into conformity with the new limited
partnership act [citation omitted) .
MY SECOND PROBLEM has
somewhat
narrower
ethical
ramifications. This is simply whether
to carry my briefcase to work on those
not infrequent days when I have ab·
solutely nothing work-related to put in
it. I always feel a lillie foolish
knowing I'm really carrymg It only for
the sake of appearances. But I feel even
more foolish walking to work with my
crisp young-lawyer clothes and empty
hands. People must think I'm a suit

Y

Law in the Raw
By Hook or by Crook
Washington's state court of appeals has ruled that
county police did not break the law by using a
working prostitute to infiltrate sex parlors and have
intercourse with customers while gathering evidence against the operators of the establishments.
The decision upheld the pimping convictions of two
men who argued that "police conduct was so
outrageous as to constitute entrapment as a matter
of law or a violation of due process."
The hooker informant testified that she had
turned 20 to 25 tricks in the three weeks she'd
wor ked as a police agent.
-Playboy Mal(azine

Air! to Dependent Puppies
The owner o( a Bucks County, Penn., Labrador
retriever was sued by the owner of a young Alaskan
malamute who had recently given birth to 13 mixedbreed puppies.
After months of litigation, the suit has been setUed out of court. The Lab's owner, assured that his
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reprisals.
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homeowner's insurance policy will foot the bill, has
agreed to cough up $350 for " puppy support."
- New York Times, Oclober 18, 1982

''A Quart of Milk,
a Loaf of Bread,
a Pound of Hash

est you get the idea that life on
the outside is an unmitigated
trauma, let me say that it does have its
compensations. For one thing, you are
often asked to shoulder some fairly hefty responsibilities. During my very first
week at the firm , I was entrusted with
singlehandedly setting up the firm ·s
regular Friday afternoon cocktail party. This involves putting out on the
main conference room table, sharply at
5:00 pm- or tempers narc-enough
munchies a nd hard liquor to poison a
buffalo herd. Unfortunately, the partners keep right on charging.
Another benefit of being an actual
practicing lawyer is, unfortunately, enJOyed only by single men (which, fortunately, includes me.> Fellas, you
thought it was easy to line up a date in
the Reading Room! Have I got news for
you! When you're an actual, cer tified.
in the nesh Young Professional, the
game gets even qu1cker. Back in the
Reading Room, they may have joked
privately about your earning potential.
but out here, once you've begun to
realize it, there's no mistaking which
bulge in your pants they're after. All
you have to worry about now is
avoiding Jerry Falwell's Revenge.
BY THE WAY, speaking of realizing
your earning potential, you will be surprised at how little you actually realize
once Uncle Sam exacts his due. (Those
Reagan tax cuts don't kick in until
you're m the $50,000 bracket, which
takes a couple of years.) This brings me
to a final drawback of life after law
school: the quest for tax shelters. Finding the right one for your needs can be
exhausting, particularly when you
struggled for a "P" in Tax I, as I did
After consultation with a sympathetic
associate m my firm 's tax department,
and a lot of thought, I have come up
with a really clever one which
however , federal fraud statutes and a
strong instinct for self-preservation
keeps me from divulging. It plays
havoc with my conscience, but it lets
me make those student loan payments
and keep my women friends happy.

,,

Attorney General William French Smith spent only
a few moments in a drug bazaar in Pakistan before
local off1cials hustled him away, citing concerns for
his safety. Smith and senior officials from the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency tried to visit the
bazaar- known for selling hashish, opium, and
heroin- as part of an Asian tour dealing with the international drug trade. Seventy percent of all the
heroin which comes into the U.S. comes from
Pakistan.
There was no word whether Justice Rehnquist or
J ohn DeLorean was on Smith's gift list.
·
- L.A . DailyJourna/, November4, 1982

I Ta wt I Taw ...
A Houston man has been jailed on charges that he
fatally shot one of his mother's two pet parakeets.
According to the officer who arrested the man on a
charge of cruelty to animals and asked him why he
shot the bird : " He just grinned at me. He didn't give
a reason."
-Detroit Free Press, ,Oclober IS. 1982

"If Elected, I Will . .. "
The Democratic tide in Texas was so strong on
Election Day that a state senator who died of lung
cancer Sept. 19 won re-election with more than 66
percent of the vote. The Republican Secretary of
State had ruled that the Democrats could not
replace the incumbent because he died one day after the deadline for changing candidates.
-New York Times, November 4. 1982

Quote of the Week
" They're just as crooked as my client. "
-Pennsylania defense lawyer trying to
cast doubt on the credibility of two prosecution witnesses. _....

